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Three years ago, we opened our doors with one simple goal: We want our customers to Sew Happy!
We trusted that world class sewing machines, committed customer service and education, and quality, handcrafted sewing cabinets
would provide the finest sewing experience. And now, because of loyal customers like you, Pine Ridge Sewing Machines is growing.

Thank you!
Our 3rd Anniversary Saleabration is an opportunity to express our heartfelt appreciation for your support. Please join us for extended
hours on Friday, April 16 (8 am – 8 pm) and Saturday, April 17 (8 am – 3 pm) for special deals, refreshments, and giveaways. Enter to
win a Bernina B335 or B475 sewing machine, or gift baskets for quilting, embroidery, and sewing notions.
Check out some of the great deals below -- Hope to see you here on April 16th and 17th!

Grand Prize:

20% OFF ALL ACCESSORIES

Choice of a B335 or B475

ENTER TO WIN
(1) FREE ENTRY TICKET PER CUSTOMER
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

GET AN ADDITIONAL ENTRY TICKET
FOR EVERY $200 SPENT ON 4/16 & 4/17

2nd Place Prize:
Quilting Accessories and Notions
Retail value….$500
3rd Place Prize:
Sewing and Embroidery Notions
Retail value…..$250

PURCHASE ANY SIT-DOWN MODEL
Get a free BERNINA chair
PURCHASE A B770 QE
Get the Embroidery Module
For 50% off

PURCHASE A B880 or B790
Get 50% off the HORN Sewing Cabinet

$50 OFF B335
$100 OFF ALL BERNINA 4 & 5 SERIES

PURCHASE A QUILT FRAME
Your first quilt is on us! *
* See store for details

PURCHASE A L890 or L850 SERGER
Get 50% off the Serger Studio by HORN
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Join us for the Virtual Embroidery Quilting Event. In this free 90-minute
presentation, a national OESD educator will explain how easy it is to piece and
quilt in your embroidery machine.…all from the comfort of your own home!
Plus learn how some of your favorite OESD products can help you achieve
remarkable results on your quilts. We've put together an amazing virtual demo
stuffed FULL of tips, tricks, techniques and DEALS! If you can’t make it for the
live presentation at 10 am, a recording will be available for 24 hours afterward
to watch at your convenience.

2nd Class
Sit
‘n

Stitch

April
➢ 4/13
➢ 4/27
May
➢ 5/11
➢ 5/25
June
➢ 6/8

April 20, May 18, June 8

Added!

Rulerwork Series
Classes 1-3

10 am – 12:30 pm or
1 pm – 3 pm

Rulerwork is a quilting technique using thick acrylic quilting
rulers to create exact, repeatable designs. Join us on Tuesdays
for this 10-month series in which we will explore many
rulerwork techniques by constructing 9-patch blocks and
quilting each with a different technique. At the end of ten
months, you will have the choice of constructing 9 – 20” pillows
or putting the quilted blocks together for a 60” x 60” quilt.
The first month we will construct a 9-patch block with 2
borders. You will then be able to construct the additional 8
blocks at home to bring to subsequent classes.

Bring your current
project (and lunch if
you’d like) and join us
on designated

You will need to purchase material for the 9-patch blocks; a
material list will be provided or you may find it on the
BERNINA ‘we all sew’ website. Rulers will be provided for
use during class.

Sit ‘n Stitch Tuesdays.

Cost: $20 for the class only
Materials list provided

You may bring your
machine or use one of
ours and drop in
anytime between 10
am – 2 pm. If you
would like help on a
project, please call a
few days in advance to
let us know what you
will be bringing so we
can be prepared to help
with questions and
perhaps introduce you
to some new
accessories to make
your project easier and
more creative.

Class 1 – 9 Patch Blocks

Class 2 – Straight Lines

Class 3 – Curved Lines

April 22, May 20, June 10

10 am – 12:30 pm or
1 pm – 3 pm

Rulerwork Series
Classes 4-6
In the continuation of our Thursday rulerwork series, we will explore more advanced quilting techniques
building on skills learned in previous classes. These classes are for those who have completed classes 1-3.
Rulers will be provided for use during class.

Cost: $20 for the class only

Cost: $20.
Class 4 – Circles

Class 5 – Clamshells

Class 6 – Diamonds
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10 am – 12:30 pm

In-the-Hoop Zippered Bag
Make this beautiful Mandala coin purse entirely in the hoop!
Learn how to insert a zipper and use the back of the hoop to
create a fully lined bag with little to no hand sewing required.
This bag, measuring 4.5 x 6.5 inches, can be completed in the
large oval hoop.

Materials will be provided.

Cost: $35
June 3

10 am – 12:30 pm

Hooded Towel
Cuddly fun for bath or sun.
What’s better for bath time — or
trips to the beach — than a cuddly
hooded towel embroidered and
appliquéd with a fun design? Learn
techniques to embroider on nappy
fabrics such as fleece and toweling.
Choose the size by bringing your own towel so your little ones
can wrap up and go from wet and cold to dry and cozy in
nothing flat! A bath towel and one hand towel for the hood
are required. Applique material to complete a rubber ducky,
thread and appropriate stabilizers will be provided.

Cost: $35
Class size limited to 4

Accessories that Work
This unusual looking presser foot has a large wheel that
sits to the left of the needle. Designed to roll over the
surface of fabric, Foot #55 is especially designed for
sewing on leather, suede, vinyl, and plastic.
Leather Roller Foot #55 offers an easy alternative to free
motion stitching. The original use of the foot was stitching
the fingers of leather gloves in an easy, efficient way. The
roller holds the fabric in place, while allowing movement
in all directions, providing the freedom of free motion
stitching with the control of machine-fed stitching.

Leather Roller Foot #55
The design of this foot
offers excellent visibility
of the needle because
the wheel is to the left
of the needle, leaving
the stitching area totally
open. This makes it a good choice for outline quilting
and applying jumbo trims and piping. It is also a good
choice for echo quilting, using the wheel for spacing
and the maneuverability of the foot to follow a shape,
repeating the line as many times as desired.
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Decisions, Decisions… How Should I QUILT It?
There is no right or wrong way to quilt your quilt—what matters is how you want your quilt to look. To make the best decision for your
quilting choice, first ask yourself, "How will the quilt be used?"
Wall hanging, display only or art quilt
•
•
•

The quilt will hang on the wall and should not lose its shape.
A firm batting should be used.
The quilting in this project could be very dense, and this would be a great place to show off your micro
stitching and other texture techniques. The density of the quilting should be the same across the project
unless you have parts that you want to pop, and those areas may be left unquilted.
Baby quilt, bed quilt, kids quilt or throw
•
•
•

•

The quilt should be warm and soft.
The quilt should be easy to cuddle up with.
Stitches should be secured so that it can be laundered a lot.
A quilt that will be snuggled and cuddled with will need only a
medium density of quilting. The evenly spaced quilting will make
the project more comfortable to use.

Once you have decided the purpose of
your quilt, now comes the question,
“How should I quilt my project?”
• Place the quilting inside the quilt
blocks?
• Quilt rows?
• Quilt edge to edge?
• Create a secondary design?
Often the pattern of the pieced block will
guide your stitching. We’ll explore
several different techniques here and in
upcoming newsletters.
Stitching in the Ditch
Stitching in the ditch is common quilting technique to use when the quilting design
should not detract from the pattern and/or the fabric used in the quilt.
To stitch in the ditch, place the stitch line right in the seam of the pieced sections of a
block. This can be done with a walking foot on a domestic machine, or by using a ruler
with ruler foot on a longarm.
This method will also give definition to the piecing.

Quilting in Individual Blocks
A different design can be stitched in each block, or you can repeat the design on all the
blocks.
When quilting on blocks with lots of straight lines, the best quilting design for the block
may need to have some curves. The curve of the designs will add interest to the overall
look of the block and complement the straight lines of the block nicely.
Different designs or motifs can be created free-motion or by using rulers. The key here
is to practice, practice, practice so that you can repeat the design as needed.

Heirloom or Wedding quilts
•
•

•

The quilt will be very special and may
be stored in a special place.
Batting should not hold the creases
and will lay flat when ready to show
to friends and family.
The density of quilting in this type of
project can range from heavy to light,
whatever your preference.
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Multiple Quilting Designs in a Single Block
If the design has more open space or larger pieces, then you may need to divide the block
into smaller or different segments to quilt the space.
It is visually pleasing to break up a large space and
will highlight
quilting
stitches. To
EDGE
TO your
EDGE
QUILTING
Edge
do this, mark your quilt top into sections and use the lines as boundaries for your quilting
to blocks
edgetoquilting
works
best
designs. Think of four blocks as one or subdivide the
create a different
space.
If on very
free-motion quilting, practice is key to giving you busy
great results.
quilts, or when you want the

piecing
of
Practicing Block
Designs

the quilt to shine. Edge to
edge
quilting
can also be quick
To practice and audition the design on a block, print the block from a quilting program or draw
it out
on
graph paper. Slide it into a plastic sleeve and mark the design with dry ease markers. This allows you to
method. This style is good for quilts
see what the design will look like on the block. A piece of clear vinyl or Plexiglas can be laid right on top
that are going to be laundered a lot,
of the block to practice as well.
as children and baby quilts.
Pick your design and practice. If you don’t like what you see, just remove it and start over. Asuch
micro fiber
cloth or paper towel will remove the dry erase marks. Keep trying until you are satisfied. Sometimes edge to edge is called
pantograph quilting. The difference
Rows
Edge here
to edgeis
quilting,
called all-over
that sometimes
pantographs
are usually
quilting, works best on very busy quilts or when you
from
the
backItof
wantstitched
the piecing of
the quilt
to shine.
canabelongarm
a
quickmachine.
method of quilting,
for of
quilts
will be
Thisgreat
type
quilting
is
laundered frequently like those for children or
also sometimes called all-over
babies. Pantograph quilting is a type of edge to
three
these,called
edge
edge quilting.
quilting that isAll
stitched
fromof
a pattern
a to
pantograph
from
the
back
of
a
longarm
machine.
If
edge, pantograph and all over
there are appliqués or embroidery designs on your
in the
quilt,quilting,
you can quilt will
aroundresult
or right over
them.same look
Edge to Edge Quilting
on the quilt. If there are appliqués or
If your top is pieced in visible rows,
embroidery designs on your quilt,
Negative space, the unoccupied area that
you may want to quilt each row.
surrounds the objects, shapes, or forms in a you can go around them or quilt
Use the same design in each row
quilt, can be divided into smaller areas and
right over the m.
throughout the quilt or choose a
shapes for easier quilting. Create different
different design for each row.
Audition your design using the
method above to help choose the
perfect design.

Remember practice, practice. And
practice some more!

designs to fill in the space. The full layout of a
quilt can be divided up as well to create a
secondary design element too. Look for books,
tutorials and even apps that will help you create
free-motion quilting designs.

A FEW MORE THINGS TO CONSIDER…
Motifs
• If your quilt top design is mainly straight lines, using
curved lines to quilt will add interest to the overall
effect.
• Practice your designs until you have developed the
muscle memory needed to repeat the design easily.
Density
• Keep the density of quilting evenly spaced throughout
the quilt to help the quilt keep its shape. If you quilt
too densely in one area and not so much in another,
your quilt will not lay flat.
• If borders have denser quilting than blocks, the
borders will shrink as the quilting takes up space. If
the blocks are quilted more densely than the borders,
the borders will become wavy.
• Always check and follow the batting package for the
recommended quilt spacing.

Quilting in Negative Space
Minimize starts and stops
• Consider your quilting path to minimize the number of starts and stops.
• When quilting edge to edge, start and end off the sides of the quilt top. Tieoffs will be covered by the binding.
Backing fabrics
• Stitches are more noticeable on a solid backing. Busy prints on the back
help hide the stitches.
• Using a wide backing is always a good idea. If the backing must be pieced,
run the seams in the same direction as the rails if you are using a machine
on a frame.
• Press seam allowances in the backing in one direction to make the seam
stronger.
Threads
• Thick thread will highlight the stitching.
• Thin thread shows less and may be a good choice for very small stitching or
micro work.
• Matching the thread color to the fabric color will make unquilted areas pop.
• Use a contrasting thread to really show off your quilting!
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Tips for Sewing Straight Seams
When sewing long runs of fabric together in a straight seam such as stitching panels for curtains or joining large pieces of quilt
backing, it can be difficult to keep a lengthy seam nice and straight. Any variation from the straight line of stitching can cause
wobble or even a pucker. Here are some simple tips for sewing perfectly straight!
The BERNINA Seam guide is a tool that comes with many models of
Bernina machines. It fits snugly on the front edge of the slide-on
table, and you can move the guide to any position left or right of the
presser foot. Simply set the guide to your seam allowance
measurement for a nice edge to line-up and follow when sewing
those long, straight seams. The guide runs the full length from the
front of the slide-on table to well behind the foot. By lining the fabric
against the full edge of the guide you can be assured that your seam
will be nice and straight. It’s also a great tool for precisely
topstitching a perfectly straight line.

Seam Guide for Slide-on Free-arm Table

Free-Hand System Presser Foot Lifter

The Free-Hand System, or FHS for short, is like an extra helping
hand when sewing. Give the lever a quick little knee-lift to raise
the presser foot without taking both hands away from your
project. Use the FHS in conjunction with the needle-down
feature. Stopping with the needle down in the fabric, use the FHS
to raise the presser foot to adjustment your project keeping your
seam as straight as possible!

Using a presser foot specifically created to aid in straight stitching
will help you sew a straighter seam. These feet include the Jeans
foot, #8/#8D, Patchwork foot for 5.5 mm machines, #37/#37D,
Patchwork foot with guide, #57/#57D, and Patchwork foot for 9
mm machines, #97/#97D. All these feet are designed with a small
needle opening which leaves a large area of the foot flat to
support the fabric. This helps to prevent flagging (fabric being
dragged up or down with the needle) and skipped stitches. Use a
straight stitch needle plate in conjunction with any of these
straight stitch feet to keep fabric supported from underneath.

Straight Stitch Presser Feet

Use a Straight Stitch
Needle Plate in
conjunction with any of
these straight stitch feet
to keep fabric supported
from underneath.
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Embroidery Troubleshooting
There is nothing quite as satisfying as stitching a perfect embroidery design for that special project. But it can also be
frustrating when things go wrong. To troubleshoot and fix embroidery design problems, we need to first understand
the qualities of a good design and how routine maintenance can prevent many issues from occurring in the first place.
Qualities of a Good Design
•
•
•
•

The fabric is smooth and pucker-free around the outer edges of the design.
There are no traces of the bobbin thread showing on the top side.
There is no gapping between individual elements of a design or between the fill stitches and the
design outlines.
On the back (bobbin) side, you should see the bobbin thread. You should also see the needle
threads around the edges of a fill or either side of a column type design.
FRONT Side
BACK Side
•

Maintenance

On the back (bobbin) side,
you should see the bobbin
thread. You should also see
the needle threads around
the edges of a fill or either
side of a column type design.
BEFORE Oiling

Preventative maintenance can go a long way to getting a good stitch out.

•

Clean the machine every 3 to 4 hours of stitching time. This is
especially crucial because the high speed of embroidery created more
lint and fuzz than you encounter during normal sewing. Remove all
fuzz and check for tiny bits of thread that might be stuck in the bobbin
case.

Problem Solving

•

AFTER Oiling

Oil the machine. Apply two drops of oil every 3 to
4 hours of stitching time. If the hook area of your
machine becomes too dry, it can cause the bobbin
tension to become irregular.

A potential embroidery problem and solution will be highlighted in each issue.

Bobbin thread is pulling to top side

POSSIBLE CAUSE / SOLUTION

•
•
•
•

•

The machine needs oiling. Clean and oil the machine.
Following this simple routine may solve issues without the
need for further adjustments.
The needle is incorrectly threaded. Re-thread the needle and
make sure that the thread is feeding smoothly and is not
caught on anything as it goes through the threading path.
The needle may be dull or burred. Insert a new needle even if
you had just inserted one at the beginning of the project.
Sometimes even new needles can be flawed.

The design has narrow satin stitches or triple straight stitches.
These types of stitches have a natural tendency to pull the
bobbin thread to the top. It is very common to need to loosen
the needle tension for these types of stitches.
NOTE: Using the same color bobbin thread as used in the needle
will help to disguise this issue and will look better.

•

Correct bobbin thread is not being used. The bobbin thread
should be a lighter weight than the needle thread. The typical •
embroidery thread is 40 wt. and the typical bobbin thread is 60
wt. The difference in the weight helps to pull the needle
thread to the back side.

Needle tension is too tight. Loosen the tension. Loosen the
tension by ¼ to ½ increments until you are satisfied with the
results. The lower the number, the looser the tension. The higher
the number, the tighter the tension.
Bobbin tension is too loose. Check that the correct bobbin case
is being used and that the bobbin has been threaded correctly.
NOTE: If the bobbin case is correctly threaded, most issues can
be resolved by adjusting the needle tension instead of adjusting
the tension on the bobbin case.

7031 State Rte 322
Windsor, OH 44099

Find us on:

Pineridgesewing.com

Phone: 440-272-5310

--- GREAT PRICES --On Used Machines
USED BERNINA 8 SERIES MACHINE
B830 with suitcase ..........................................$5,999
USED BERNINA 7 SERIES MACHINES
B780 with suitcase ..........................................$4,999
B770QE Gold with suitcase and cabinet .........$3,999
B770QE with suitcase .....................................$3,499

